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About This Game

Oknytt is a point-and-click adventure game where the player takes the role of a small, seemingly insignificant creature, leading
it through a dark world riddled with obstacles to help it find a place to belong. The game takes place in a Norse medieval world

and contains a number of beings and areas inspired by Swedish folklore.

Oknytt's gameplay is comprised of classic point-and-click puzzle solving combined with the usage of four runes located at the
bottom of the screen. These runes can be activated at any time to trigger various changes and events in the area around the

protagonist. Each rune has a specific element tied to it which have different areas of use depending on what can currently be
seen in the environment.

Figuring out what the runes can be used for and how to utilise their affect on the environment together with the items at your
disposal is key to you being able to progress through the game world.
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Manipulate the environment around you using elemental forces

A unique art style inspired by the famous Swedish painter John Bauer

Experience and collect lore about creatures and monsters from Scandinavian folklore

Fully voiced by the talented Brian Hall

6-7 hours of puzzle solving
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Title: Oknytt
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nemoria Entertainment
Publisher:
Nemoria Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2013

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct sound compatible

English,German,Russian
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A quite challenging point and click. It's a bit short overall, but well worth the asking price in terms of gameplay.

It's jam-packed with story but not really with easily identifiable characters. I found the details of the story and nearly all the
characters mostly incomprehensible, since I know nothing about Swedish folklore. But this didn't bother me: the basic story was
clear, I appreciated the care that clearly went into the whole thing, and I dig that the atmosphere and imagery is pervasively morose
and disturbing.. A quite challenging point and click. It's a bit short overall, but well worth the asking price in terms of gameplay.
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